Corticostriatal circuitry mediates fast-track visual categorization.
Previous studies have shown that briefly presented natural scenes containing non-animals elicited more negative potentials than images with animals even at 150 ms after stimulus onset (dN150). Cognitive models suggest that both feed-forward and feature weighting processes are involved in the rapid categorization of complex natural scenes. Here we examined the possible neuronal substrates of this model. Patients with Alzheimer's disease (AD) exhibited a delayed dN150, but in their case non-animals evoked more negative potentials similarly to the controls (presence of dN150). In contrast, in patients with Parkinson's disease (PD) animal and non-animal stimuli elicited nearly identical early responses (absence of dN150). The results indicate that when cortico-cortical pathways mediating feed-forward mechanisms are impaired (as in the case of AD), dN150 appears later, while in the case of corticostriatal dysfunctions (as in the case of PD) no differential response is present. This supports the hypothesis that corticostriatal circuits mediate perceptual feature weighting and integration in complex situations requiring categorical judgements.